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Status
Closed

Subject
Disable Composer for official release package

Version
21.x

Category
Feature request

Resolution status
Out of Date

Submitted by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Lastmod by
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

Rating
(0)

Description
It is possible in Tiki 21 using the release package
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/tikiwiki/files/Tiki_21.x_UY_Scuti/) to upgrade the composer
packages using
sh setup.sh

. It breaking the Tiki.

It should not be possible to use it if official release package is detected.

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
Please demonstrate your bug on show.tikiwiki.org
Version:  Create show.tikiwiki.org instance18.x ▼

Ticket ID
7330

Created

https://dev.tiki.org/item7330-Disable-Composer-for-official-release-package
https://sourceforge.net/projects/tikiwiki/files/Tiki_21.x_UY_Scuti/
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by Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist

LastModif
Tuesday 23 August, 2022 10:24:20 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 30 Mar 20 10:11 GMT-0000

What is the error message?

Just to be sure, you mean sh setup.sh updates the packages in vendor_bundled ?

drsassafras 30 Mar 20 12:40 GMT-0000

setup.sh needs to be able to run to set permissions properly. zip files do not preserve permissions, so a
better approach here might be to fix the error it is causing.

Marc Laporte 01 Apr 20 03:02 GMT-0000

And given that composer.lock has not changed, I don't understand how running Composer would
change anything.

Maybe it's another problem?

Was this a fresh install?
Or a zip that was unpacked over an already running Tiki?

Jean-Marc Libs 02 Apr 20 19:57 GMT-0000

Can't reproduce :

I downloaded a Tiki 21 zip file from sf.net.
I unzip it.
I launch sh setup.sh . It correctly detects that this is an official (not vcs powered) Tiki and it
correctly suggests "f" then "x". No "c" is suggested as a default option.

I could have typed "f" but that's quite OK, isn't it?

Maybe I fail to understand the issue. Could you explain what issue you encountered before suggesting a
fix with little context?

https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user11658
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https://dev.tiki.org/user11197
https://dev.tiki.org/user9952
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Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item7330-Disable-Composer-for-official-release-package
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